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Sometimes it is cut into walking-sticks.
The seeds are used as beads by the Mahomedans.
According to Commelinus1 the pulp of the fruit is bitter and
irritates the tongue. It is probably this circumstance which
suggested the specific name of the palm, "urens", L e. * burning".
Watt remarks: "The fruit is certainly very pungent and insipid,
but I cannot recollect having observed the tingling property
just mentioned, though I have eaten it."
I have never tasted the fruit, but I remember that, some years
back, I asked my students in Botany to dissect the fruit of
Cttryota. After a few minutes they gave it up, showing me their
hands, which looked, indeed, as if they had been handling nettles.
The victims of science felt the irritation for about two hours.
Unfortunately I do not remember whether the fruits were fully
ripe at the time or not All I know is that they were still on
the ti-ee when I gathered them.
Wald2 gives quite a different explanation of the name "urens",
but ho-does not say on what authority. He says that the bark
of the tree when wetted causes a distinct irritating sensation.
cultivation in india.—This palm thrives in gardens with
ordinary border treatment. It reaches its full size in about 15
years, and abcmt 7 years more are occupied in producing its
flowers before it becomes unfit for the garden. The first
flowering panicle is of immense size and pendulous^ from the
axil of one of the upper leaves. The second is from a lower
axil and somewhat smaller, and so on downwards until the tree
is exhausted (Woodrow).
cultivation in europe.—This species is frequently employed
in sub-tropical gardening from June till September*
illustration: plate LYII.—The photograph, taken by
Mr. Phipson, shows a beautiful group of palms in Victoria
Gardens, Bombay. The centre is occupied by a Fish-tail Palm*
From the axils of the leaves there rise three gigantic spadioes;
the largest of them (to the right) is the youngest and has the
flowers not yet open, whilst the one to the left bears fruit.
The stem below the petioles of the leaves is ringed.
The Fish-tail Palm is surrounded by several young plants
of Oreodoxa regia Mart.
1 Kheede, Hort. Hal. I, 16, n.
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